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NBD: Stands for “no big deal.”59. LI: LinkedIn.5. Anonymous 0 1 Tweet Sold pending pick-up. read
more Ads by Google Add your answer Post to Facebook Post to Twitter Subscribe me Suggested
Solutions (10)What's this? LEdmiston Level 8 (Authority) 34 Answers, 7 Followers "A person "likes"
that status on a facebook page and then the owner of." 1 0 Tweet LMS usually stands for "Like My
Status." Often it is used in reference to a status game in which a person "likes" that status on a
Facebook page and then the owner of that page performs some task, responds in a certain way,
provides the answer to a question, or any number of other Facebook status game outcomes.source:
What does lms stand for on facebook? Was this answer helpful? Yes No CommentReplyReport This
answer closely relates to:Nbd facebook statusWhat is the new facebook status update game where
women put a fruit as their status?What is the question and answer status game about on
facebook?Nbd stands for whatHow to show apple logo while updating facebook status? . 1Bogdan
Level 1 (Contributor) 1 Answer 0 0 Tweet The definition of MM is "Married Man".source: What does
mm stand for on facebook? Was this answer helpful? Yes No CommentReplyReport . I occasionally
use it to get on, see what my friends are doing, like some statuses, and like some photos. NO BIG
DEAL !. Whoops! Couldn't find the page you were looking for. Visitors to this page also searched
for:Whats nbd mean on fb Nbd twitter Nbd on a post mean Community Experts online right now.
jkuttkuhn16 Level 1 (Contributor) 1 Answer "Nbd mean on facebook?people say nbd on facebook and
im really confused on what." 1 0 Tweet What does nbd mean on facebook?People say nbd on
facebook and im really confused on what it means. OH: Stands for “overheard.” Generally used as
context for quotes.63. I occasionally use it to get on, see what my friends are doing, like some
statuses, and like some photos. These may not come up frequently in your regular water-cooler
chats, but it’s useful for anybody working in social to understand some of the most relevant technical
abbreviations. The following questions have been merged into this one. gabbb Level 1 (Contributor)
2 Answers 0 0 Tweet Depending on the context, some people use it as better than god.source: What
does btg stand for on facebook? Was this answer helpful? Yes No CommentReplyReport . Add Your
Answer What does nbd stand for on facebook?What does nbd stand for on facebook Post to Facebook
Post to Twitter Subscribe me . NBD can facilitate appraisals of antiques or items collectible in nature
using our vast resource network. Please look for them carefully. Terms of Service Privacy Policy
About Blog Maintained by Walter Rader () . NSFW: The label “not safe for work” usually designates
material that is violent, sexual or otherwise inappropriate for a professional setting.62. These cover a
range of acronyms related to online business that could come up in a chat with the IT team or when
dealing with a customer support ticket. IMHO: This acronym means “in my humble opinion.”52. CPC:
The “cost per click” is the dollar amount an advertiser pays for every person who clicks on an ad.15.
It saved me a lot of time and heartache! Thank you very much, my friend. UX: The “user experience”
is a person’s response and reaction to taking actions within a tool. API: An “application programming
interface” is a set of rules for how pieces of software interact. FTP File Transfer Protocol Technology,
Computer network, Internet slang . Why is NBD different from other restoration companies? From
1993 to 2010 our company chose to remain a specialist in specific markets. Bollinger, President of
NBD stated that: "I am pleased to implement a long standing objective that Bob Holloran and I had
when we founded NBD four years ago.National Background Data Announces Safety 1st Volunteer
Screening Program.. SEO: “Search engine optimization” is a form of SEM. AR After rebate Deal,
Business, Internet slang . PV: This stands for “page views.”22. ABC news showed this talented
oriental dude, I had no idea oriental people are good in figure skating, no offense.
CommentReplyReport . last plan which ended March 31, 1998, NBD Bank loaned $1.NBD Bank Sets
$3 Billion Detroit Lending Plan In Cooperation With Detroit Alliance For Fair Banking. Just for Fun. KPI:
A “key performance indicator” is a metric your team or business uses to measure success in
achieving goals 5a02188284
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